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Dressler Criminal Law 6th Edition
A comparative and collaborative study of the foundational principles and
concepts that underpin different domestic systems of criminal law.
Students today expect learning to be both efficient and interesting. They use
online materials and study aids to supplement class-assigned materials and to
"hack" the law. This textbook cuts out the middle person by integrating
challenging principal cases that are aggressively edited into an engaging
overview of the black letter law. The explanatory sections describe the law
through lively language and colorful examples that students can readily grasp
and remember. Providing students with a clear doctrinal overview permits the
selection of cases that drill down deeper into fundamental or cutting-edge issues.
Many of the principal cases put the old wine of the criminal law into new bottles
that students will find meaningful and interesting. In addition to homicide, rape,
assault, traditional property crimes and drug offenses, the cases selected include
environmental and white collar crime, obstruction of justice, criminal copyright
infringement, hate crimes, sex trafficking, online threats, revenge porn and
computer crimes. Short discussion questions follow each case that stimulate
understanding of the holding and the deeper issues at stake. The appendix
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contains chapters on how to read a case and exam-writing as well as challenging
review problems that help students to pull the doctrinal material together.
The Fourth Edition of this clearly written Understanding treatise is new in many
respects. Most significantly, it has been enlarged to two volumes. Volume One:
Investigation is intended for use in criminal procedure courses focusing primarily
or exclusively on the police investigatory process. Volume Two: Adjudication
covers the criminal process after the police investigation ends and the
adjudicative process commences. The text covers the most important United
States Supreme Court cases in the field. Where pertinent, the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure, federal statutes, and lower federal and state court cases are
considered. The broad overarching policy issues of criminal procedure are laid
out and some of the hottest debates in the field are considered in depth and
objectively. The authors have also included citations to important scholarship,
both classic and recent, into which readers may delve more deeply regarding
specific topics.
This text, the only criminal law casebook authored by two progressive female law
professors of color, provides the reader with both critical race and critical feminist
theory perspectives on criminal law while following a traditional format. All of the
usual subject areas are covered, but the book is unique in highlighting the
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cultural context of substantive criminal law. The book seamlessly integrates
issues of race, gender, class, and sexual orientation so the teacher who wishes
to address such issues does not have to assign supplemental reading
assignments in order to do so. The book is also very student-friendly, providing a
brief doctrinal overview of the subject matter at the beginning of each chapter.
The book does away with the tradition of long lists of notes and questions
following the cases, a trademark feature of many older casebooks, putting this
material in the Teachers Manual for the teacher to use at his or her discretion.
The forthcoming third edition is fresh and innovative, referencing several ripped
from the headlines controversies, including the shooting of Trayvon Martin by
George Zimmerman and Florida's stand your ground law, the arrest of African
American Harvard professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr. for disorderly conduct, the
shooting of Larry King, a gender nonconforming teenager, by classmate Brandon
McInerney and the gay panic defense, and the repeal of North Carolina's Racial
Justice Act.
Presents the basics of writing legal briefs and giving oral arguments, with
discussions on the essentials of building a case through legal reasoning and the
key elements of persuasive and successful oral pleading in the courtroom.
The first volume, Investigation, is intended for use in introductory criminal procedure courses
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focusing primarily or exclusively on police investigative process and constitutional concerns. A
chapter on the defendant's right to counsel at trial and appeal and other non-police-practice
issues is included in both volumes to allow greater flexibility based on the design of particular
courses. The seventh edition of Investigation incorporates all of the major Supreme Court
cases since the last edition was published, such as Riley v. California, Maryland v. King, Utah
v. Strieff, and Florida v. Jardines. It also contains expanded coverage of issues surrounding
searches of computers and internet traffic and a more in-depth exploration of the effect of
United States v. Jones on Fourth Amendment search doctrine. The second volume,
Adjudication, covers the criminal process after the police investigation ends and the
adjudicative process commences. It is most useful in more advanced criminal procedure
courses that follow the criminal process through the various stages of adjudication,
commencing with pretrial issues and explaining the process through charging, pretrial release
and discovery, the trial, and post-conviction proceedings including sentencing and appeals.
These convenient softbound volumes are supplemented annually so you can be confident that
you are using up-to-date law.
A gripping behind-the-scenes account of the dramatic legal fight to hold leaders personally
responsible for aggressive war On July 17, 2018, starting an unjust war became a
prosecutable international crime alongside genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes.
Instead of collective state responsibility, our leaders are now personally subject to indictment
for crimes of aggression, from invasions and preemptions to drone strikes and cyberattacks.
The Crime of Aggression is Noah Weisbord’s riveting insider’s account of the high-stakes
legal fight to enact this historic legislation and hold politicians accountable for the wars they
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start. Weisbord, a key drafter of the law for the International Criminal Court, takes readers
behind the scenes of one of the most consequential legal dramas in modern international
diplomacy. Drawing on in-depth interviews and his own invaluable insights, he sheds critical
light on the motivations of the prosecutors, diplomats, and military strategists who championed
the fledgling prohibition on unjust war—and those who tried to sink it. He untangles the complex
history behind the measure, tracing how the crime of aggression was born at the Nuremberg
trials only to fall dormant during the Cold War, and he draws lessons from such pivotal events
as the collapse of the League of Nations, the rise of the United Nations, September 11, and the
war on terror. The power to try leaders for unjust war holds untold promise for the international
order, but also great risk. In this incisive and vitally important book, Weisbord explains how
judges in such cases can balance the imperatives of justice and peace, and how the fair
prosecution of aggression can humanize modern statecraft.
High Court Case Summaries on Evidence contains well-prepared briefs for each major case in
Fisher's casebook on evidence, 2nd. High Court briefs are written to present the essential
facts, issue, decision and rationale for each case in a clear, concise manner. While prepared
briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case, these briefs will
help readers to identify, understand, and absorb the core "take away" knowledge from each
case. Moreover, these briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis, which provides extra tips
and contextual background about each case, connecting the case to the broader concepts
being developed throughout the casebook. This book also supplies case vocabulary, which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases. Finally, to enhance the
reader's recall, there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an
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entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case.
This softcover book contains a complete, unchanged reprint of Chapters 1-10 and Chapter 14
of Dressler, Thomas, and Medwed's Criminal Procedure: Principles, Policies, and
Perspectives, Seventh Edition. Please see that description for more about the style and
approach of the book.
This softcover book contains a complete, unchanged reprint of Chapter 1 and Chapters 11-19
of Dressler and Thomas' Criminal Procedure: Principles, Policies and Perspectives, Third
Edition. Please see that description for more about the style and approach of this book. The
pagination is the same in this softcover book as it is in the hardcover version

Provides the entire story behind each case, including the facts leading up to the
offense, photographs, and background information about the parties. This
approach entices analytical thinking about how the law should deal with each
case and reveals what actually happened to the defendants and why.
For upper-level undergraduate and MBA students enrolled in an international
business law course. August, 5e emphasizes the diversity and similarity of how
firms are currently regulated and governed around the world.
This book is an updated abridgement of LaFave and Scott's two volume,
Substantive criminal law, in West's criminal practice series.
Bringing criminal law to life. Criminal Law Today, Fifth Edition, brings criminal law
to life by relating it to real stories from today's headlines. The text's approach is
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strongly influenced by the belief that the law has always been, and remains, a
vital policy-making tool. As a topic for study and discussion, the nature and life of
the law is more important today than ever before. The text highlights the
challenges that face the law as it continues to adapt to the needs of a complex
and rapidly changing society and features a balanced text/casebook approach
that provides a lively introduction to criminal law. Effective in-text learning tools
give students the resources they need to master the material presented in the
text. MyCJLab was designed to meet the needs of today's instructors and
students. MyCJLab provides instructors with a rich and flexible set of course
materials, along with course management tools that make it easy to deliver all or
a portion of your course online. MyCJLab provides students with a personalized
interactive learning environment, where they can learn at their own pace and
measure their progress.
Black Letter Outlines are designed to help a law student recognize and
understand the basic principles and issues of law covered in a law school course.
Black Letter Outlines can be used both as a study aid when preparing for classes
and as a review of the subject matter when studying for an examination. Each
Black Letter Outline is written by experienced law school professors who are
recognized national authorities in their subject area.
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Cases and Materials on Criminal LawWest Academic Publishing
This newly designed casebook provides the perfect balance between the
challenges of the case method and the needs of undergraduate and graduate
students who may, or may not, be headed to law school. The Law of Criminal
Investigations: A College Casebook makes use of many of your favorite U.S.
Supreme Court cases; edited to reflect the needs of undergraduate students, with
Notes and Questions that help illuminate the case and show how it works in the
real world. Also included are narratives and summaries that explain and
synthesize some of the more complicated legal nuances found in the world of
criminal procedure. Written by renowned law professors and authors, Joshua
Dressler and George Thomas, who are now joined by Dr. Stephanie Lipson
Mizrahi, this book will appeal to all criminal procedure teachers who want to offer
their students more in-depth coverage and analysis of this important topic.
Stephanie Lipson Mizrahi teaches in the Division of Criminal Justice at California
State University, Sacramento in the areas of law, terrorism, homeland security,
and emergency management. In addition to co-authoring The Law of Criminal
Investigations: A College Casebook, Dr. Mizrahi has published in the areas of
terrorism and homeland security, the death penalty and the International Criminal
Court. Joshua Dressler is the author of law school treatises in both the Criminal
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Law and Criminal Procedure fields, as well as casebooks and numerous articles
in both areas. He is also Editor-in-Chief of the most recent edition of the
Encyclopedia of Crime and Justice. Professor Dressler is a Distinguished
University Professor Emeritus and the Frank R. Strong Chair in Law Emeritus at
the Michael E. Moritz College of Law, The Ohio State University George
Thomas's research specialties include double jeopardy, police interrogation, and
wrongful convictions. He has published numerous articles and books, including
The Supreme Court on Trial and Confessions of Guilt (co-authored with Richard
Leo). He is a Rutgers University Board of Governors Professor of Law.
This supplement brings the principal text current with recent developments in the
law.
This comprehensive and clearly written Understanding treatise is frequently cited
by scholars and courts in their analysis of substantive criminal law, and has been
a popular source of assistance to criminal law students for the past quarter
century. Understanding Criminal Law is designed to be taught in conjunction with
any casebook. The topics covered are those most often raised in criminal law
casebooks, and coverage of these subjects is meant to complement professors'
classroom discussions. The text focuses on the basic elements of, and defenses
to, all crimes; provides in-depth coverage of such crimes as homicide, rape, and
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theft; and covers other important topics covered in the Criminal Law course, such
as accomplice and inchoate liability. Understanding Criminal Law also covers
theories of punishment, sources of the criminal law, and overarching principles
such as legality and proportionality. The common law is emphasized with
extensive comparisons to the Model Penal Code and modern statutes. This
edition offers the most significant updating ever, including coverage of quicklychanging legal areas, such as sexual assault and self-defense law. Recent and
ongoing revisions to the Model Penal Code are also covered.
Focusing on the investigation phase of criminal procedure, Criminal Procedure:
Investigation combines Laurie L. Levenson’s first-hand experience in the criminal
justice system with Erwin Chemerinsky’s student-friendly writing style. The Third
Edition examines the impact of a host of recent developments in the courts and
legislature on the process investigating crime. It eschews reliance on rhetorical
questions and law review excerpts in favor of comprehensive exploration of black
letter law and trendsetting policy issues. The book utilizes a chronological
approach that guides students through criminal procedure doctrine from rules
governing law enforcement investigation to matters related to habeas corpus
relief. In addition to presenting the perspectives from various stakeholders, the
authors take care to provide students with useful, practice-oriented materials.
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Criminal Procedure: Investigation not only employs a systemic approach that
takes students through issues from policy to application of legal doctrine but also
introduces issues at the forefront of modern criminal procedure debates. Key
Features: Straightforward writing style and clear, dynamic text that is uncluttered
with law review excerpts and features thoughtfully edited principal and minor
cases. Intuitive chronological presentation of topics. Systematic and cohesive
exploration of policy on every issue, before moving on to the specifics of doctrine.
Practice-oriented features and discussion of important, modern criminal
procedure issues. Approachable organization based on common progression
through criminal justice system. Straight writing style that relies on cases and
author essays rather than law review excerpts and strict Socratic rhetoric
questions. Practice-oriented features, discussion of modern policy issues, useful
example documents for practitioners. Useful examples for future and current
criminal law practitioners.
For two decades, Criminal Procedure: Principles, Policies, and Perspectives (and its softcover
versions, Criminal Procedure: Investigating Crime and Criminal Procedure: Prosecuting
Crime), written by Joshua Dressler, George C. Thomas III and now also Daniel S. Medwed,
has sought to inspire students to analyze and critique constitutional and non-constitutional
criminal procedure doctrine. The book features careful case selection and editing that includes
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dissenting and concurring opinions when useful in understanding the law. The Notes and
Questions are uniformly thoughtful and sometimes even humorous. The Seventh Edition
includes most of the cases and material that users have told us were successful in the past.
The book continues to include "in the trenches" material that gives students an idea of what life
is like inside the squad car, the interrogation room, and the courtroom. We have added new
material: A new section, "America the Violent," which includes material about the role that
violence has always played in our country By popular demand, the return of an "old faithful"
case, Warden v. Hayden (on the exigency exception to the warrant "requirement") Carpenter v.
United States, the critically important case on police access to historical cell phone records, a
case which calls into question some prior "search" cases New Notes on other Fourth
Amendment decisions since the prior edition on such matters as warrantless blood tests on
unconscious motorists, warrantless searches of cars found in the curtilages of a home, and a
case holding that a driver who is not the renter of a rental car may have standing to challenge
a police search even though the renter was not in the vehicle A new section on Miranda
waivers and their consequences In the Pretrial Release chapter, we have augmented the
Notes to include important state-level developments in bail reform In the Case Screening
chapter, we added new Notes to address recent changes in charging practices, including
discussion of a growing movement by progressive county prosecutors to decline to charge
certain categories of crimes, a trend that raises a number of questions about discretion,
separation of powers, and intra-state disparities Discussion of how "big data" may have an
impact on jury selection In the Trial chapter, new material on jury nullification and recent
Supreme Court post-Batson cases Updated material throughout the book on the effects of
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racial and gender discrimination on the justice system
After your casebook, a Casenote Legal Brief is your most important reference source for the
entire semester. The series is trusted for its expert summary of the principal cases in your
casebook. Its proven reliability makes Casenote Legal Briefs the most popular case brief series
available. With more than 100 titles keyed to the current editions of major casebooks, you
know you can find the help you need. The brief for each case saves you time and helps you
retain important issues. Each brief has a succinct statement of the rule of law/black letter law,
description of the facts, and important points of the holding and decision. Quicknotes are short
definitions of the legal terms used at the end of each brief. Use the Glossary in the end of your
text to define common Latin legal terms. Such an overview, combined with case analysis,
helps broaden your understanding and supports you in classroom discussion. Each title is
keyed to the current edition of a specific casebook; it s your trusted guide to the text throughout
the semester. The brief for each principal case in the casebook saves you time and helps you
retain important issues. Each brief has a succinct statement of the rule of law/black letter law,
description of the facts, important points of the holding and decision, and concurrences and
dissents included in the casebook excerpt. This overview is combined with a short analysis: all
to help you broaden your understanding and support you in classroom discussion. Quicknotes
at end of each brief give you short definitions of the legal terms used. A handy Glossary of
common Latin words and phrases is included in every Casenote. Detailed instruction on how to
brief a case is provided for you. A free Quick Course Outline accompanies all Casenote Legal
Briefs in these course areas: Civil Procedure, Constitutional Law, Contracts, Criminal Law,
Criminal Procedure, Evidence, Property, and Torts.
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This title is a part of our CasebookPlus(tm) offering as ISBN 9781634601658. Learn more at
CasebookPlus.com. This popular casebook, through the selection of classic and modern
cases, provides an excellent tool for teaching students the common law foundations of the
criminal law and modern statutory reform, including the Model Penal Code. Along the way, the
casebook considers modern controversies (e.g., "shaming" punishment, capital punishment,
broadening sexual assault law, self-defense by battered women, euthanasia, the role of culture
in determining culpability), and creatively uses literature (e.g., examining insanity through
Edgar Allen Poe's The-Tell Tale Heart) and even "brain teasers" to confront (as the Preface
states) "the Big Questions . . . that philosophers, theologians, scientists, and poets, as well as
lawyers, have grappled with for centuries." The Seventh Edition, as in the past, includes new
cases, as well as updates in the notes that bring current issues of criminal law to the fore. New
Power Points have been added to the casebook companion website. For more information and
additional teaching materials, visit the companion site.
This well-established treatise is premised on the assumption that the key to understanding the
principles of civil procedure is to know why: why the principles were created and why they are
invoked. The treatise is written to answer these questions as it lays out the basic principles of
civil procedure. It also reflects the authors' belief that students of civil procedure can
understand and appreciate complex principles when they are clearly presented; teaching civil
procedure does not require dumbing it down. The authors use the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure as a model, but they also refer to different state rules and doctrines where
appropriate in order to present a representative cross-section of state models. Although they
discuss important civil procedure cases in the text, thus supporting the most widely used civil
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procedure casebooks using these same cases, they also provide useful references to
secondary sources and illustrative cases for the reader who wants to explore further.
Even for violent crime, justice should mean more than punishment. By paying close attention to
the relational harms suffered by victims, this book develops a concept of relational justice for
survivors, offenders and community. Relational justice looks beyond traditional rules of legal
responsibility to include the social and emotional dimensions of human experience, opening
the way for a more compassionate, effective and just response to crime. The book’s chapters
follow a journey from victim experiences of violence to community healing from violence. Early
chapters examine the relational harms inflicted by the worst wrongs, the moral responsibility of
wrongdoers and common mistakes made in judging wrongdoing. Particular attention is paid
here to sexual violence. The book then moves to questions of just punishment: proper
sentencing by judges, mandatory sentences approved by the public, and the realities of
contemporary incarceration, focusing particularly on solitary confinement and sexual violence.
In its remaining chapters, the book looks at changes brought by the victims' rights movement
and victim needs that current law does not, and perhaps cannot meet. It then addresses
possibilities for offender change and challenges for majority America in addressing race
discrimination in criminal justice. The book concludes with a look at how individuals might live
out the ideals of a greater—relational—justice.
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